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ABSTRACT. Particular solutions and complementary functions are obtained for the functional equation

ctx’(t) + 15x’(t r) + yx(t) + bx(t r) f(t) in the forms of a convolution type integral and of infinite series.
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1. INTRODUCON
Discussions of the neutral differential-difference equation

ox’(t)+x’(t-r)+yx(t)+bx(t-r)-f(t), a, f3,,O (1.1a)
and the corresponding homogeneous equation

ctx’(t) + oc’(t r) + yx(t) + bx(t r) 0 (1.1b

appear to have centered largely about the problem of the solution of the equation when x(t) is given over

an interval such as -r < < 0, and the behavior ofx for > 0, and as tends to infinity [1-5]. It seems that

no, or little, attention has been paid to solutions of these equations valid for a!l t. Following the differential

equation convention, it will be convenient to refer to any solution of equation (1. la) as a particular solution,

and to regard the solutions of (1.1b) as comprising the complementary function. It may be noted that if

x(t) satisfies the homogeneous equation (1.1b), so also does x(t +) where x is arbitrary.
It will be shown in the course of this paper that in general three types of solutions to the system of

equations (1.1) exist. It may be noted that in all cases relevant convergence criteria must hold for the

solution to exist, and no further reference will be made to this.

2. EXPONENTIAL TYPE SOLUTIONS

Suppose that an exponential type solution exists to the homogeneous equation (1.1b) of the form e.
The value of . will be given as one of the roots of the characteristic equation

h(g)- 0 (2.1a)
where

h (.) (cO, + y) + (15. +6)e’. (2. Ib)
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This property leads immediately to the possibility of obtaining a particular solution to equation (l.la) for,

if the exciting function on the right hand side of equation (1.1a) is e i’’’, there will be an associated solution

ei’’/h(io). (In the cases where there are repeated roots to h(X) 0, or where h(ito) 0, there will be terms

of the form te n’ or teW’ as appropriate.)
It is now possible to use Fourier Integral Theory [6].

f(t) F(to)e"tdco (2.2a)

where

F(co)- f_f. f(t’)e-"’.

Thus, a particular solution of equation (1.1a) will be given by

x(t) h(io)
Let

I I
k(t) h(ico)e aco.

(2.2b)

(2.3a)

(2.3b)

k(t) may be regarded as a response function, and it follows from the convolution theorem that the relation

(2.3a) may be rewritten in the form

x(t) k(t t’)f(t’)dt’ (2.4)

which gives a particular solution to the equation (l.la).

3. A DEGENERATE CASE
If the relation

a6-l/- 0 (3.1a)
be satisfied, it is clearly possible to rewrite equations (1.1a) and (1.1b) (if a be taken as unity which is

always possible)

x’(t) + [gc’(t r) + [x(t) + [lx(t r)] J’(t). (3.1b)
Let

z -x(t)+(t-r). (3.2a)

Then equation O.lb) takes the form

the solution of which is

z’(t) + yz(t) f(t) (3.2b)

z(t)-Ce-’ +e-’ f e’"t’)dt’

c is arbitrary and can be any convenient value such as zero or positive or negative infinity. Write

z(t) Ce-’ + g(t) say.

Equation (3.2a) then becomes

x(t) + [Ix(t r) Ce-’ + g(t)

(3.3a)

(3.3b)

(3.4a)
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a particular solution of this corresponding to the first term on the right hand side can easily be seen to be

x(t) Ke-’](1 +lie’)

save that when + [SET" vanishes, the appropriate solution is

x Kte" /r

It can easily be verified that particular solutions corresponding to

x(t) + x(t r) g(t)

are

and

(3.4c)

(3.5a)

x(t) , (-l)"g(t st) (3.5b)

x(t)= i (-)-’g(t +’Tr) (3.5c)
#0

as appropriate.
The homogeneous equation corresponding to equation (3.5a) is

x(t) +(t r) O (3.6a)

1 +13e-" 0 (3.b)

k r-t[Iog(-[) + 2rmi] (3.6c)

which has as solutions e where

that is

where n is an arbitrary integer.

If [ 1, the solution is clearly

x(t) a, cos + b, sin (3.7a)
r ?"

and if I -1, the solution is given by

x(t) a, cos----- + b, sin (3.7b)

It is clear that, even in this degenerate case there is an infinity of functions in the complementary
function.

4. INFINITE SERIES SOLUTIONS IN THE GENERAL CASE
Before proceeding further, it will be convenient to introduce the notation

t(t)- / #(t’)dt’

where c is a convenient arbitrary constant. It can easily be shown that

d (t-t’)’t,)dt,= t’)dt’n! (n 1)t

where n is a positive integer. Thus

(4.1a)

(4.1b)
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t). (4.t)

Two cases will be considered. The first is associated with f(t) vanishing for large negative and the

second for f(t) vanishing for large positive t.

In the first case, look for a solution of the form

x(t)- Y y,(t-nr). (4.2a)

Substitution of the expression (4.2a) into the equation (1.1a) gives

c yR’(t-nr)+ , y’,_l(t-nr)+y , y,(t-nr)+6 , y,_(t-nr)-f(t). (4.2b)
-0 -1 a-O -I

Equation (3.2b) is satisfied if

Let

Equation (3.3a) becomes

Equation (3.3b) becomes

whence

where

c.Vo’() + ’yo(*)- f(t)

ay.’(t) + yy.(t) -Er’. (t) ,y. (t) nzl

(4.3a)

(4.3b)

y.(t e-u.(t (4.4a)

y.’(t) e-’/uR’(t)--

mo’(t) f(t)e-t/- ffp(t) say

cm.’(t) - u ’. ,(t) - u. (t 6u. (t

u’(t )u’. (t + pu. (t

(4.4b)

(4.5a)

(4.5b)

. --/a, St ([i’ 6t)/ct2- (4.5c)

It will be noted that St 0 corresponds to the degenerate case discussed in Section 3.

The solution of equations (4.5a) and (4.5b) for the case of zero p(t) will generate the complementary

function. As f(t) is small for large negative t, lt) will have the meaning

’(’’.

Thus a formal solution to equations (4.5) is given by
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u.Ct) (z. + y’z+Ct) (.6a)

(4.6b)

t-0 l!
(t (4.6c)

Thus a particular solution ot the original equation (1.1a) is given by

,.0
(t (4.)

It is ssible to obtain a bound and a convergence criterion for this infinite series solution.

Suppose at

W(t)I< e" a>0 (4.)

that is

ere is no int in introducing anaitra constant ofmagnitude.) It will also be supposed for convenience

that and are sitive and real, and at all e other quantities are real. Ifis is not e case, only ivial

alterations are required.

It can be en at

1
(t’’ e"t -a4-et-"’). (4.)

e bound ofe summation over is ven erefore by

Ix(t)l E e’-’ a-’ e’-)(X +ay (4.)
a-0

"e{’-T)’ a-X E [(. + Ix/a)e’/e-’] (4.8e)

The summation is valid if

e{O-T) a-l(1 {. + B/a)e"/*-")-1

e{-’/}t(a {ha + I.t}e’-")-1
(4.8/’)

(4.9a)

(+ /)e’-’)" < . (4.9b)
The complementary function set may be obtained by the interpretation

t-t

ti+lO’-k-oCk (l-k)!
(4.10a)

where the ct are arbitrary constants. This generates a complementary function system for the set (4.5)
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.o tt-t
-o (l k)!

.-. -.k (l )"
The ociated complementa nction t for e original system is erefore

,_. () _, Ct--,oe totttll " ’ (I-k)[

-o . . (l

where

(t -nry-(t-)!

As the c are arbitrary, the Yt(t) form an infinite set comprising the complementary function.

Suppose now that f(t) vanishes for large positive t. Look for a solution of the form

x(t)- Y. Z,(t + nr).
-0

Then

Equation (4.12b) is satisfied if

Let

Equation (4.13a) becomes

Equation (4.13b) becomes

whence

where

a X Z,’(t +nr)+[ X Z’,/(t +nr)+y X Z,(t +nr)
-0 --1 -0

+8 , Z./l(t +nr)-f(t +r-r).

[Z’o( + .o( f( r

’. (t) + Z. (t) Z.(t) +Z.(t) nO.

Z.(t e-a’/l V.(t

z.’(t e’"v.’(t -e-"v.(t
p

say.

_,(t)]-,v. (t[V’(t) -(x[ V’._l(t)-- V
v.’(t) v’._(t) + nv._(t)

(4.10b)

(4.11a)

(4.11b)

(4.11c)

(4.11d)

(4.2a)

(4.12b)

(4.13a)

(4.13b)

(4.14a)

(4.14b)

(4.15a)

(4.15b)

(4.15c)
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It will be noted that 1 "0 corresponds to the degenerate case.

The solution of equations (4.15a) and (4.15b) for the case of zero 0(t) will generate the complementary

function. As fit) is small for large positive t, If(t) will have the meaning

f, (t’)dt’

The process proceeds exactly as previously, and will give rise to a solution

x(t) .’oe-’+"Nt ._trlt (t + nr t’Y (4.16)

A convergence criterion and bound for x(t) may be determined in exactly the same way as previously. If

10(t)l <e b >0 (4.17a)

that is

or

the bound for the integral is

Iflt-r)]- <e-(s-)’ (4.17b)

]/(t)] 13- < e-t-)’ /’) (4.17c)

b-Ct l)e 4(t

and the bound for the summation over is given therefore by

b-le .4,(t +,,, . (nI" -t ix, b4. b-le -t,tt /.,1( + i,l/brt.o, }

Thus

Ix(t) y e-’/"b%-+’/"(+rl/bY

-eq/)’b- ( + rl/b)e

-e-tS/)’(b + {b + TI}e-O /eO)’)-1

The summation is valid if

I( + n/b )e+ ’I <

In eme way as previously, a complementa hnction set

t., (t -k)t
may be found.

(4.17d)

(4.17)

(4.17/)

(4.18a)

(4.8b)

(4.19)

5. DISCUSSION
It may be noted that if [3 is zero, the discussion involving equations (4.1) to (4.11) remains valid and

that if ct is zero the discussion involving equations (4.12) to (4.18) remains valid. In these cases however,

the equation is no longer neutral.

If instead of equation (1.1a), the equation is

Ax’(t) + Bx’(t r) + Cx(t) +Dx(t r) fit) (5.1)
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where A, B, C, D, are square matrices and x is a column vector, the whole of the previous analysis may be

carried out provided that the following conditions hold

a) where previously c and respectively are non zeroA - and B- exist.

b) ce is interpreted as

pOY -, being the unit matrix.

c) a-I is replaced by A-C, -6 by B-D. ct/ by B-A, /a by A-B, (ct6-[y)/f; by

B-2(AD -BC) and ([5- 60/ct byA-(BC -AD).
d) When convergence is considered norms will be involved, rather than moduli
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